TSUKUBASAN-HOTEL AOKIYA

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCOMMODATION CONTRACTS

1. Scope of Application

Article 1

(1) The provisions of this agreement shall apply to the accommodation services provided at the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya, and to their associated facilities.

(2) The provisions of this agreement do not apply to the services provided at the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya for their customers who have not signed an associated accommodation contract.

2. Application for Accommodation Contracts

Article 2

(1) No person who is already engaged in an associated accommodation contract shall be entitled to a new associated accommodation contract.

(2) The duration of the associated accommodation contract shall be determined by the parties to the contract, and in the absence of any agreement, the associated accommodation contract shall be deemed to last for one day.

3. Consequences of Accommodation Contracts

Article 3

(1) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

(2) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

4. Special Terms and Conditions

Article 4

(1) The special terms and conditions of this agreement shall be governed by the provisions of the attached schedule.

(2) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

5. Cancellation of Accommodation Contracts

Article 5

(1) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

(2) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

6. Payment of Accommodation Charges

Article 6

(1) The payment of accommodation charges shall be made in accordance with the provisions of the associated accommodation contract.

(2) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

7. Liability of the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya

Article 7

(1) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

(2) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

8. Handling of Deposited Articles

Article 8

(1) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

(2) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

9. Cancellation of Accommodation Contracts

Article 9

(1) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

(2) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

10. Liability of the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya

Article 10

(1) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

(2) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

11. Cancellation of Accommodation Contracts

Article 11

(1) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

(2) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

12. Liability of the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya

Article 12

(1) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

(2) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

13. Cancellation of Accommodation Contracts

Article 13

(1) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

(2) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

14. Liability of the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya

Article 14

(1) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

(2) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

15. Cancellation of Accommodation Contracts

Article 15

(1) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

(2) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

16. Liability of the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya

Article 16

(1) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

(2) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

17. Cancellation of Accommodation Contracts

Article 17

(1) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

(2) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

18. Liability of the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya

Article 18

(1) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

(2) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

19. Cancellation of Accommodation Contracts

Article 19

(1) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

(2) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

20. Liability of the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya

Article 20

(1) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.

(2) In the case of a breach of this agreement, the Tsukubasan Hotel and Aokiya shall be entitled to terminate the associated accommodation contract and to claim damages.